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The Human Tradition in Henry Clay fought to
prominence, perhaps the
the New South LSU
keep a young nation
years should be termed
Press
united when westward not the Jacksonian Era
Charismatic, charming, expansion and slavery but rather the Age of
and one of the best
threatened to tear it
Clay. James C. Klotter
orators of his era,
apart. Yet, despite his uses new research and
Henry Clay seemed to talent and
offers a more focused,
have it all. He offered a achievements, Henry
nuanced explanation of
comprehensive plan of Clay never became
Clay's programs and
change for America,
president. Three times politics in order to
and he directed national he received Electoral
answer to the question
affairs as Speaker of
College votes, twice
of why the man they
the House, as
more he sought his
called "The Great
Secretary of State to
party's nomination, yet Rejected" never won
John Quincy
each time he was
the presidency but did
Adams--the man he put defeated. Alongside
win the accolades of
in office--and as
fellow senatorial greats history. Klotter's fresh
acknowledged leader of Daniel Webster and
outlook reveals that the
the Whig party. As the John C. Calhoun, Clay
best monument to
broker of the Missouri was in the mix almost Henry Clay is the fact
Compromise and the
every moment from
that the United States
Compromise of 1850,
1824 to 1848. Given his remains one country,
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one nation, one example term of service also seemed to praise. Unfortunately for the
of a successful
breed an intolerance of
general, the question of his
democracy, still
others for which he became value to the Union abruptly
working, still changing, infamous, and that ultimately became moot, as his
still reflecting his spirit. led to his violent downfall.
achievements were shortly
The appeal of Henry
Clark sheds new light upon overshadowed by
Clay and his emphasis Nelson’s pre–Civil War
ignominious rumors of
on compromise still
years as a naval officer, when scandal and abuse. His
resonate in a society
he became a hardened
involvement in the defense of
seeking less
veteran of battle, fighting at Louisville gave Nelson a
partisanship and more the siege of Veracruz and the chance to redeem himself
efforts at conciliation. capture of Tabasco during
and restore his military
Murder on the Ohio Belle
the Mexican War in the
reputation, but the
Oxford University Press
1840s. On the basis of
general’s famous temper
A dynamic figure in the
Nelson’s military
soon robbed him of any
pages of history, Major
experience, in 1861 President potential glory. During
General William “Bull”
Lincoln sent him to
September of 1862, in a
Nelson played a formative
Kentucky—which was
crime that was never
role in the Union’s success considering secession—and prosecuted, fellow Union
in Kentucky and the
Nelson rallied loyalists and general Jefferson C. Davis
Western theater of the Civil helped the Union prepare to shot and killed Nelson after
War. Now, Donald A. Clark maintain control of the state an argument. Clark explores
presents a long-overdue
during the next several years this remarkable exception in
examination of this irascible of war. Nelson went on to
military law, arguing that
officer, his numerous
prove instrumental in
while the fact of the murder
accomplishments, and his
blocking Confederate
was indisputable, many
grim fate. More popularly
attempts to subdue Kentucky considered Davis a hero for
known for his temper than
and the West, serving
having dispatched the sohis intrepid endeavors on
important roles in the battle called tyrant. Although
behalf of the North, Nelson of Shiloh, General Henry W. Nelson eventually received
nevertheless dedicated much Halleck’s advance against many posthumous honors for
of his life to his nation and
Corinth, and Brigadier
his indispensable role in the
the preservation of the
General Don Carlos Buell’s war, justice was never sought
Union. The child of a
movement toward
for his murder. A
privileged family, Nelson was Chattanooga. But while some comprehensive study of this
one of the first officers to
viewed his bold maneuvers as well-known, yet
graduate from the newly
the saving of the state, many misunderstood American
formed U.S. Naval
others, including such
figure, The Notorious
Academy. His years in the
notables as Ulysses S. Grant “Bull” Nelson: Murdered
Navy imbued in him the
and William Tecumseh
Civil War General is an
qualities of bravery, loyalty, Sherman, argued that
illuminating addition to the
and fortitude; however, his Nelson’s actions merited no history of the Civil War.
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mobility. But as the family saga of
the battlefield and by the
Through Clark’s
legacies of race and slavery that Hillbilly Elegy plays out, we learn
impeccable research and
played out over the decades that J.D.'s grandparents, aunt,
richly layered narrative,
uncle, sister, and, most of all, his
that followed.
William “Bull” Nelson
mother struggled profoundly with
Moments of Despair
springs from the pages as
the demands of their new middleHarperCollins
large and volatile as he was in
class life, never fully escaping the
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES
legacy of abuse, alcoholism,
life.
BESTSELLER IS NOW A
poverty, and trauma so
The Story of John Marshall
MAJOR-MOTION PICTURE
characteristic of their part of
Harlan, America's Judicial
DIRECTED BY RON HOWARD America. With piercing honesty,
Hero University Press of
AND STARRING AMY
Vance shows how he himself still
ADAMS, GLENN CLOSE, AND carries around the demons of his
Kentucky
During the hottest days of the GABRIEL BASSO "You will not chaotic family history. A deeply
read a more important book about moving memoir, with its share of
summer of 1863, while the
America this year."—The
humor and vividly colorful
nation's attention was focused Economist "A riveting
figures, Hillbilly Elegy is the story
on a small town in
book."—The Wall Street Journal of how upward mobility really
Pennsylvania known as
"Essential reading."—David
feels. And it is an urgent and
Brooks, New York Times
Gettysburg, another
troubling meditation on the loss of
momentous battle was being Hillbilly Elegy is a passionate and the American dream for a large
fought along the banks of the personal analysis of a culture in segment of this country.
crisis—that of white working-class The Story of Success
Mississippi. In the longest
Americans. The disintegration of Fordham Univ Press
single campaign of the war,
this group, a process that has been Includes section "Book
the siege of Vicksburg left
slowly occurring now for more
reviews."
19,000 dead and wounded on than forty years, has been
A Tale of Outlaws,
reported with growing frequency Horse Thieves,
both sides, gave the Union
and alarm, but has never before
Gamblers, and Breeders
Army control of the
been written about as searingly
Penguin UK
Mississippi, and left the
from the inside. J. D. Vance tells In March 1856, a dead
Confederacy cut in half. In
the true story of what a social,
body washed onto the
this highly-anticipated new
regional, and class decline feels shore of the
work, Christopher Waldrep like when you were born with it Mississippi River.
takes a fresh look at how the hung around your neck. The
Nothing out of the
Vance
family
story
begins
ordinary. In those
Vicksburg campaign was
hopefully in postwar America. J. days, people fished
fought and remembered. He D.’s grandparents were “dirt poor
corpses from the river
begins with a gripping
and in love,” and moved north
with alarming
account of the battle, deftly
from Kentucky’s Appalachia
frequency. But this
recounting the experiences of region to Ohio in the hopes of
body, with its arms
escaping
the
dreadful
poverty
African-American troops
and legs tied to a
around
them.
They
raised
a
chair, struck an
fighting for the Union.
middle-class family, and
especially eerie
Waldrep shows how as the
eventually one of their
chord. The body
scars of battle faded, the
grandchildren would graduate
belonged to a man who
memory of the war was
from Yale Law School, a
had been a passenger
conventional marker of success in on the luxurious
shaped both by the
Northerners who controlled achieving generational upward
steamboat known as the
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Ohio Belle, and he was of a Confederate
Press
the son of a southern
identity in Kentucky
Yvonne Pitts explores
planter. Who had bound between 1865 and 1925, nineteenth-century
and pitched this
belying the fact that
inheritance practices
wealthy man into the
Kentucky never left the by focusing on
river? Why? As reports Union. After the Civil testamentary capacity
of the killing spread, War, the people of
trials in Kentucky in
one newspaper
Kentucky appeared to
which disinherited
shuddered, "The details forget their Union
family members
are truly awful and
loyalties and embraced challenged relatives'
well calculated to
the Democratic
wills, claiming the
cause a thrill of
politics, racial
testator lacked the
horror." Drawing on
violence, and Jim Crow capacity required to
eyewitness accounts,
laws associated with
write a valid will. By
Murder on the Ohio
former Confederate
anchoring the study in
Belle uncovers the
states. Marshall looks the history of local
mysterious
beyond postwar
communities and the
circumstances behind
political and economic texts of elite
the bloodshed. A
factors to the longer- jurists, Pitts
northern vessel
term commemorations of demonstrates that
captured by
the Civil War by which "capacity" was a term
secessionists, sailing Kentuckians fixed the
laden with legal
the border between
state's remembrance of meaning and competing
slave and free states
the conflict for the
communal values.
at the edge of the
following sixty years. Kentucky's
frontier, the Ohio
In the Shadow of a Governors
Belle navigated the
Kentucky Patriarch University Press of
confluence of
University of
Kentucky
nineteenth-century
Georgia Press
When originally
America's greatest
During the Civil
published, A New
tensions. Stuart W.
War
era,
black
and
Sanders dives into the
History of Kentucky
history of this
white North
provided a
remarkable steamer -- a Carolinians were
comprehensive study
story of double
forced to
of the
murders, secret
fundamentally
Commonwealth,
identities, and hasty
reinterpret
the
bringing it to life
getaways -- and reveals
morality of
the bloody roots of
by revealing the
antebellum honor
suicide, divorce,
many faces, deep
culture, classism, and and debt as these
traditions, and
vigilante justice.
experiences became historical
The Great Task
pressing issues
milestones of the
Remaining Before Us
throughout the
state. With new
SIU Press
region and nation. discoveries and
In Creating a
Confederate Kentucky,
In Moments of
findings, the
Anne E. Marshall
Despair, Dav
narrative continues
traces the development Kentucky Ancestors LSU
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to evolve, and so
does the telling of
Kentucky's rich
history. In this
second edition,
authors James C.
Klotter and Craig
Thompson Friend
provide
significantly
revised content
with updated
material on gender
politics, African
American history,
and cultural
history. This wideranging volume
includes a full
overview of the
state and its
economic,
educational,
environmental,
racial, and
religious
histories. At its
essence, Kentucky's
story is about its
people -- not just
the notable and
prominent figures
but also lesserknown and sometimes
overlooked
personalities. The
human spirit
unfolds through the
lives of
individuals such as
Shawnee peace chief
Nonhelema
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Hokolesqua and
suffrage leader
Madge Breckinridge,
early land promoter
John Filson, author
Wendell Berry, and
Iwo Jima
flag--raiser
Private Franklin
Sousley. They lived
on a landscape
defined by its
topography as much
as its political
boundaries, from
Appalachia in the
east to the Jackson
Purchase in the
west, and from the
Walker Line that
forms the
Commonwealth's
southern boundary
to the Ohio River
that shapes its
northern boundary.
Along the journey
are traces of
Kentucky's past -its literary and
musical traditions,
its state-level and
national political
leadership, and its
basketball and
bourbon. Yet this
volume also faces
forthrightly the
Commonwealth's
blemishes -- the
displacement of
Native Americans,

African American
enslavement, the
legacy of violence,
and failures to
address poverty and
poor health. A New
History of Kentucky
ranges throughout
all parts of the
Commonwealth to
explore its special
meaning to those
who have called it
home. It is a
broadly
interpretive, allencompassing
narrative that
tells Kentucky's
complex, extensive,
and ever-changing
story.
Hillbilly Elegy
University Press of
Kentucky
The “superb” (The
Guardian) biography of
an American who stood
against all the forces
of Gilded Age America
to fight for civil
rights and economic
freedom: Supreme Court
Justice John Marshall
Harlan. They say that
history is written by
the victors. But not
in the case of the
most famous dissenter
on the Supreme Court.
Almost a century after
his death, John
Marshall Harlan’s
words helped end
segregation and gave
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us our civil rights and particularly in Plessy Clay left an indelible
our modern economic
v. Ferguson, were
mark on American
freedom. But his legacy widely read and a
politics at a time when
would not have been
source of hope for
the country’s
possible without the
decades. Thurgood
solidarity was
courage of Robert
Marshall called
threatened by inner
Harlan, a slave who
Harlan’s Plessy dissent turmoil, and scholars
John’s father raised
his “Bible”—and his
have thoroughly
like a son in the same legal roadmap to
chronicled his
household. After the
overturning
political achievements.
Civil War, Robert
segregation. In the
However, little
emerges as a political end, Harlan’s words
attention has been paid
leader. With Black
built the foundations
to his extensive family
people holding power in for the legal
legacy. In The Family
the Republican Party,
revolutions of the New Legacy of Henry Clay:
it is Robert who helps Deal and Civil Rights
In the Shadow of a
John land his
eras. Spanning from the Kentucky Patriarch,
appointment to the
Civil War to the Civil Lindsey Apple explores
Supreme Court. At
Rights movement and
the personal history of
first, John is awed by beyond, The Great
this famed American and
his fellow justices,
Dissenter is a
examines the impact of
but the country is
“magnificent” (Douglas his legacy on future
changing. Northern
Brinkley) and
generations of Clays.
whites are prepared to “thoroughly researched” Apple’s study delves
take away black rights (The New York Times)
into the family’s
to appease the South.
rendering of the
struggles with physical
Giant trusts are
American legal system’s and emotional problems
monopolizing entire
most significant
such as depression and
industries. Against
failures and most
alcoholism. The book
this onslaught, the
inspiring successes.
also analyzes the role
Supreme Court seemed
Bluegrass Renaissance
of financial stress as
all too willing to
University of Illinois the family fought to
strip away civil rights Press
reestablish its fortune
and invalidate labor
Known as the Great
in the years after the
protections. So as case Compromiser, Henry
Civil War. Apple’s
after case comes before Clay earned his title
extensively researched
the court, challenging by addressing
volume illuminates a
his core values, John
sectional tensions
little-discussed aspect
makes a fateful
over slavery and
of Clay’s life and
decision: He breaks
forestalling civil war heritage, and
with his colleagues in in the United States.
highlights the
fundamental ways,
Today he is still
achievements and
becoming the nation’s
regarded as one of the contributions of one of
prime defender of the
most important
Kentucky’s most
rights of Black people, political figures in
distinguished families.
immigrant laborers, and American history. As
A New History of
people in distant lands Speaker of the House
Kentucky Kentucky
occupied by the US.
of Representatives and Justice, Southern
Harlan’s dissents,
secretary of state,
Honor, and American
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ManhoodUnderstanding Supreme Court. At
overturning
the Life and Death of first, John is awed
segregation. In the
Richard Reid
by his fellow
end, Harlan’s words
The definitive,
justices, but the
built the foundations
sweeping biography of country is changing. for the legal
an American hero who Northern whites are
revolutions of the
stood against all the prepared to take away New Deal and Civil
forces of Gilded Age black rights to
Rights eras. Spanning
America to fight for appease the South.
from the Civil War to
civil rights and
Giant trusts are
the Civil Rights
economic freedom:
monopolizing entire
movement and beyond,
Supreme Court Justice industries. Against
The Great Dissenter
John Marshall Harlan. this onslaught, the
is an epic rendering
They say that history Supreme Court seemed of the American legal
is written by the
all too willing to
system’s greatest
victors. But not in
strip away civil
failures and most
the case of the most rights and invalidate inspiring successes.
famous dissenter on
labor protections. As The Family Legacy of
the Supreme Court.
case after case comes Henry Clay University
Press of Kentucky
Almost a century
before the court,
after his death, it
challenging his core A central political
was John Marshall
values, John makes a figure in the first
post-Revolutionary
Harlan’s words that
fateful decision: He
generation, Felix
helped end
breaks with his
Grundy (1775--1840)
segregation, and gave colleagues in
epitomized the
us our civil rights
fundamental ways,
"American democrat"
and our modern
becoming the nation’s who so famously
economic freedom. But prime defender of the fascinated Alexis de
his legacy would not rights of Black
Tocqueville. Born and
reared on the isolated
have been possible
people, immigrant
without the courage
laborers, and people frontier, Grundy rose
largely by his own
of Robert Harlan, a
in distant lands
ability to become the
slave who John’s
occupied by the
Old Southwest's
father raised like a United States.
greatest criminal
son in the same
Harlan’s dissents,
lawyer and one of the
household. After the particularly in
first radical
Civil War, Robert
Plessy v. Ferguson,
political reformers in
emerges as a
were widely read and the fledgling United
political leader.
a source of hope for States. In Democracy's
With Black people
decades. Thurgood
Lawyer, the first
holding power in the Marshall called
comprehensive
biography of Grundy
Republican Party, it Harlan’s Plessy
since 1940, J.
is Robert who helps
dissent his
John land his
“Bible”—and his legal Roderick Heller
reveals how Grundy's
appointment to the
roadmap to
life typifies the
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archetypal,
battles. Aristocratic
politics.
post--founding fathers federalism threatened
Neo-Confederacy Simon
generation that forged the principles of the
and Schuster
America's culture and
Revolution, Grundy
Known as the Great
institutions. After his asserted, and he
Compromiser, Henry
birth in Virginia,
opposed fetters on
Clay earned his title
Grundy moved west at
freedom of opportunity, by addressing
age five to the region whether from government sectional tensions
that would become
or entrenched economic over slavery and
Kentucky, where he lost elites. Although widely forestalling civil war
three brothers in
known as a politician, in the United States.
Indian wars. He earned Grundy achieved even
Today he is still
a law degree, joined
greater fame as a
regarded as one of the
the legislature, and
criminal lawyer. Of the most important
quickly became Henry
purported 185 murder
political figures in
Clay's main rival. At
defendants that he
American history. As
age thirty-one, after
represented, only one
Speaker of the House
rising to become chief was hanged. At a time
of Representatives and
justice of Kentucky,
when criminal trials
secretary of state,
Grundy moved to
served as popular
Clay left an indelible
Tennessee, where voters entertainment, Grundy's mark on American
soon elected him to
mere appearance in a
politics at a time
Congress. In
courtroom drew
when the country’s
Washington, Grundy
spectators from miles
solidarity was
proved so voracious a
around, and his legal
threatened by inner
proponent of the War of reputation soon spread turmoil, and scholars
1812 that a popular
nationwide. One
have thoroughly
slogan of the day
nineteenth-century
chronicled his
blamed the war on
Nashvillian declared
political
"Madison, Grundy, and
that Grundy "could
achievements. However,
the Devil." A pivotal
stand on a street
little attention has
U.S. senator during the corner and talk the
been paid to his
presidency of Andrew
cobblestones into
extensive family
Jackson, Grundy also
life." Shifting
legacy. In The Family
served as Martin Van
seamlessly within the
Legacy of Henry Clay:
Buren's attorney
worlds of law,
In the Shadow of a
general and developed a entrepreneurship, and
Kentucky Patriarch,
close association with politics, Felix Grundy Lindsey Apple explores
his law student and
exemplified the
the personal history
political protégé James questing, mobile
of this famed American
K. Polk. Grundy
society of early
and examines the
championed the ideals
nineteenth-century
impact of his legacy
of the American West,
America. With
on future generations
and as Heller
Democracy's Lawyer,
of Clays. Apple’s
demonstrates, his
Heller firmly
study delves into the
dominating belief -establishes Grundy as a family’s struggles
equality in access to
powerful player and
with physical and
power -- motivated many personality in early
emotional problems
of his political
American law and
such as depression and
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alcoholism. The book
accurate account of the and contributions help
also analyzes the role murder. Schoenbachler
to highlight the great
of financial stress as also reveals how
transformations that
the family fought to
Jereboam and Anna
occurred in the South.
reestablish its fortune Beauchamp shaped the
With profiles ranging
in the years after the meaning and memory of
from Winnie Davis to
Civil War. Apple’s
the event by
Dizzy Dean, from Ralph
extensively researched manipulating romantic
David Abernathy to
volume illuminates a
ideals at the heart of Harland Sanders, The
little-discussed aspect early American society. Human Tradition in the
of Clay’s life and
Concocting a story in
New South brings to
heritage, and
which Solomon Sharp had life this dynamic and
highlights the
seduced and abandoned
vibrant region and is
achievements and
Anna, the couple
an excellent resource
contributions of one of transformed a sordid
for courses in Southern
Kentucky’s most
murder -- committed
history, race
distinguished families. because the Beauchamps relations, social
The Breckinridges of
believed Sharp to be
history, and the
spreading a rumor that American history
Kentucky Arcadia
Publishing
Anna had had an affair survey.
The "Kentucky Tragedy" with a family slave -- Kentucky Justice,
was early America's
into a maudlin tale of Southern Honor, and
best known true crime
feminine virtue
American Manhood Univ
story. In 1825,
assailed, honor
of North Carolina
Jereboam O. Beauchamp
asserted, and a young
Press
assassinated Kentucky
rebel's revenge. Murder In this deeply
attorney general
and Madness reveals the researched prequel to
Solomon P. Sharp. The
true story behind the
his 2006 study Rough
murder, trial,
murder and demonstrates Justice: Lynching and
conviction, and
enduring influence of
American Society,
execution of the
Romanticism in early
1874–1947, Michael J.
killer, as well as the America.
Pfeifer analyzes the
suicide of his wife,
Outliers Simon and
foundations of
Anna Cooke Beauchamp
Schuster
lynching in American
-- fascinated
In The Human Tradition social history.
Americans. The episode in the New South,
Scrutinizing the
became the basis of
historian James C.
vigilante movements
dozens of novels and
Klotter brings
and lynching violence
plays composed by some together twelve
that occurred in the
of the country's most
biographical essays
middle decades of the
esteemed literary
that explore the
nineteenth century on
talents, among them
region's political,
the Southern,
Edgar Allan Poe and
economic, and social
Midwestern, and far
William Gilmore Simms. development since the
Western frontiers, The
In Murder and Madness, Civil War. Like all
Roots of Rough
Matthew G.
books in this series,
Justice: Origins of
Schoenbachler peels
these essays chronicle American Lynching
away two centuries of
the lives of ordinary
offers new insights
myth to provide a more Americans whose lives
into collective
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violence in the prePfeifer shows how the
and transformed
Civil War era. Pfeifer national and
antebellum conceptions
examines the
transatlantic context
of honor and mastery.
antecedents of American is essential for
This collection
lynching in an early
understanding how
examines masculinity
modern Anglo-European
whites used mob
with respect to
folk and legal
violence to enforce the Reconstruction, the New
heritage. He addresses racial and class
South, racism, southern
the transformation of
hierarchies across the womanhood, the Sunbelt,
ideas and practices of United States.
gay rights, and the
A Memoir of a Family
social ordering, law,
rise of the Christian
and collective violence and Culture in Crisis
Right. Familiar figures
in the American
University Press of
such as Arthur Ashe are
colonies, the early
Kentucky
investigated from fresh
American Republic, and The follow-up to the
angles, while other
especially the decades critically acclaimed
essays plumb new areas
before and immediately collection Southern
such as the womanless
after the American
Manhood: Perspectives
wedding and Cherokee
Civil War. His
on Masculinity in the
masculinity.
trenchant and concise
Old South (Georgia,
Understanding the Life
analysis anchors the
2004), Southern
and Death of Richard
first book to consider Masculinity explores
Reid Rowman &
the crucial emergence
the contours of
Littlefield
of the practice of
southern male identity With a Foreword by
lynching of slaves in
from Reconstruction to Angela Y. Davis Winner
antebellum America.
the present. Twelve
of the 2003 Oral
Pfeifer also leads the case studies document
History Association
way in analyzing the
the changing
Book AwardWinner of
history of American
definitions of
the 2003 Gustavus
lynching in a global
southern masculine
Myers Center for Human
context, from the early identity as understood Rights Outstanding
modern British Atlantic in conjunction with
Book Award Anne
to the legal status of identities based on
McCarty Braden
collective violence in race, gender, age,
(1924-2006) was a
contemporary Latin
sexuality, and
courageous southern
America and sub-Saharan geography. After the
white woman who in the
Africa. Seamlessly
Civil War, southern
late 1940s rejected
melding source material men crafted notions of her segregationist and
with apt historical
manhood in opposition
privileged past to
examples, The Roots of to northern ideals of
become a lifelong
Rough Justice tackles
masculinity and as
crusader against
the emergence of not
counterpoint to
racial discrimination.
only the rhetoric
southern womanhood. At Arousing the
surrounding lynching,
the same time,
conscience of white
but its practice and
manliness in the
southerners to the
ideology. Arguing that South--as understood
reality of racial
the origins of lynching by individuals and
injustice, Braden was
cannot be restricted to within
branded a communist
any particular region, communities--retained
and seditionist by
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southern politicians
who used McCarthyism to
buttress legal and
institutional
segregation as it came
under fire in deferral
courts. She became,
nevertheless, one of
the civil rights
movement's staunchest
white allies and one of
five southern whites
commended by Rev.
Martin Luther King Jr.
in his 1963 "Letter
from Birmingham Jail."
Although Braden
remained a
controversial figure
even in the movement,
her commitment
superseded her radical
reputation, and she
became a mentor and
advisor to students who
launched the 1960s sitins and to successive
generations of peace
and justice activists.
In this riveting, oral
history-based
biography, Catherine
Fosl also offers a
social history of how
racism, sexism, and
anticommunism
overlapped in the
twentieth-century south
and how ripples from
the Cold War divided
and limited the
southern civil rights
movement.
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